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WHAT IS AN IRISH RARE BREED? 

Will look at this in three parts:

 BREED

 RARE BREED

 IRISH RARE BREED



No consensus: Despite the centrality of the idea of

"breeds" to animal husbandry and agriculture, no

single, scientifically accepted definition of the term

exists.

 a stock of animals or plants within a species having 

a distinctive appearance and typically having been 

developed by deliberate selection.

 a group of domestic animals, originated and 

maintained by man, and having a clearly defined

set of characteristics.



 A breed of livestock or poultry that is not

associated with large-scale commercial

farming, typically one that has traditionally

been reared in a particular region.

 Non-commercial; traditional; localized;

shaped by husbandry, climate etc., isolated

 Implies a Landrace



IMPLIES:

 AN IRISH LANDRACE

 PECULIAR TO IRELAND

 DEVELOPED IN IRELAND BY SELECTION 

(HUSBANDRY, CLIMATE, ENVIRONMENT)

But there are problems…….



About 1697  Joseph Ray 
described the Irish 
greyhound thus: “The 
greatest dog I have yet 
seen, surpassing in size 
even the Molossus, as 
regards shape of body and 
general character similar in 
all respects to the common 
Greyhound; their use is to 
catch wolves.” 



 Great Dane, Scottish 

Deerhound, English Mastiff,  

Russian Borzoi

 Also ‘Tibetan Mastiff’ = 

Tibetan Kyiapso

 Was there any original Irish 

Wolfhound breeding? Heavily 

contested



IS THE CONTEMPORARY IRISH 

WOLFHOUND AN IRISH BREED?

 Evidence that it died out

Was recreated using a 

variety of breeds (a 

composite breed)

 Created/recreated in 

England

Does it resemble the 

original?



THE ISSUE OF IRISH SHEEP BREEDS

1) DOES ‘MADE IN IRELAND’ COUNT?

Belclare sheep 

‘created’ in Ireland

A composite breed: 

Galway, Finnish 

Landrace, Lynn sheep

Irish because ‘made-

up’ in Ireland?



2) DOES AN ORIGINAL  LANDRACE BASE  COUNT?

Galway sheep sounds 

Irish enough

Local landrace long 

wools x Dishley 

Leicester rams

Refined (standardized) 

Long-established, 

assumed Irish in origin?



IRISH LANDRACE PIGS

 Old Irish hog extinct
 Graded up to improved breeds   

from Britain

 The Tamworth pig
 Based on ‘Irish grazers’ and Old 

English pigs
 Developed in Staffordshire, England
 Some Old Irish pig breeding

 Ulster White pig (extinct)
 Cross on Old Irish hog with English 

breeds like the Large Yorkshire
 Similar story to Tamworth



CATTLE
 Landrace
 Either localized to Kerry or 

remnant of all Ireland type
 IMPROVED? Seems to have 

metamorphosed from dual 
purpose into distinctly more 
beefy type

 Dexter cattle
 Originally variable of Kerry?
 Strong genetic divergence from 

Kerry
 Foreign influence?  Devon cattle
 Standardization: Short-legged 

(dwarfed!)



IRISH LANDRACE HORSE AND PONY BREEDS

 Connemara. 
 Originates from ‘Hobby’
 Landrace x foreign imports
 COMPOSITE:  Arab, Hackney, 

Thoroughbred bloodlines
 STANDARDIZED:  Changed 

enormously, at least a hand taller, 
less ‘chunky’

 Irish draught
 CLASSIC COMPOSITE: Anglo-

Norman, Clydesdale, 
Thoroughbred, Connemara

 Landrace x foreign imports
 Shared origin with Connemara



GOATS (AT LAST!)

Old Irish goat
Genuine landrace = 

primitive, unimproved



 Bilberry goat (Waterford)

Old Irish base + exotic

 Exotic base + Old Irish

 Cul-de-sac Old Irish

 Irish Feral goat (Composite)

 ‘Breed’ in the making

 Emerging types

 Combination of Old Irish, British 

Saanen, British Toggenburg, British 

Alpine, Anglo-Nubian, more rarely 

Boer

 May be moving in ‘British Swiss’ 

direction; may be unique (scrub) type



SO……..WHAT IS AN IRISH BREED?

Pure Landrace Composite Landrace Improved Landrace

Standardised  Landrace    Mongrelised Landrace   Crossed Landrace

Foreign composites, but ‘made’ in Ireland   Landrace x imported
breed(s)

A foreign breed with residency status     Offshoot breed from a
foreign breed source

MOST OF THE ABOVE HAVE BEEN CALLED ‘IRISH’

Recreated Irish breed


